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Balancing the Elicitation Burden and the Richness of Expert
Input When Quantifying Discrete Bayesian Networks
Martine J. Barons,1,∗ Steven Mascaro,2 and Anca M. Hanea3
Structured expert judgment (SEJ) is a method for obtaining estimates of uncertain quantities
from groups of experts in a structured way designed to minimize the pervasive cognitive frail-
ties of unstructured approaches. When the number of quantities required is large, the burden
on the groups of experts is heavy, and resource constraints may mean that eliciting all the
quantities of interest is impossible. Partial elicitations can be complemented with imputation
methods for the remaining, unelicited quantities. In the case where the quantities of interest
are conditional probability distributions, the natural relationship between the quantities can
be exploited to impute missing probabilities. Here we test the Bayesian intelligence interpo-
lation method and its variations for Bayesian network conditional probability tables, called
“InterBeta.” We compare the various outputs of InterBeta on two cases where conditional
probability tables were elicited from groups of experts. We show that interpolated values are
in good agreement with experts’ values and give guidance on how InterBeta could be used to
good effect to reduce expert burden in SEJ exercises.
KEY WORDS: Bayesian network; expert elicitation burden; InterBeta; uncertainty; structured expert
judgment
1. INTRODUCTION
Modeling real-life problems often leads to high-
dimensional dependence or causal modeling of
uncertain variables. Bayesian networks (BNs) are
an established type of probabilistic graphical model
that provides an elegant way of expressing the joint
behavior of a large number of interrelated vari-
ables. BNs have been successfully used to represent
uncertain knowledge, in a consistent probabilistic
manner, in a variety of fields (Weber et al., 2010).
They have the advantage that they are transparent
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with respect to the information used to formulate
a response and, when used for decision support or
policy evaluation, are also transparent with respect
to the decision-making process itself. Being based
purely on a probability model, BNs have agreed
semantic meanings. A BN is a multivariate statistical
model for a set of random variables comprising a di-
rected acyclic graph (DAG) and a set of conditional
independence statements. The DAG captures the
qualitative structure of the system being modeled,
by using vertices/nodes to represent the variables
and edges/arcs to indicate statistical dependence
between the variables. Each node in the graph corre-
sponds to a random variable and the edges represent
direct qualitative dependence/causal relationships.
The absence of edges implies a set of (conditional)
independence facts. Edges in the BN point from
parents (predecessors) to children (successors). A
marginal distribution is specified for each node
with no parents, and a conditional distribution is
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associated with each child node. These distributions
serve as the quantitative information about the
strength of the dependencies between the variables
involved. A BN can be thought of as a convenient
way of representing a factorization of a joint prob-
ability mass function or density function of the
random variables. The DAG with the conditional
independence statements encoded by it, together
with the (conditional) distributions, represents the
joint distribution over the random variables denoted
by the nodes of the graph.
BNs can be discrete or continuous, static, or dy-
namic. In the case of discrete BNs, the probability
distribution at the nodes comes in the form of a con-
ditional probability table (CPT), given the probabil-
ity for each of the combination of parent nodes on
the child node.
Most applications use discrete BNs, i.e., BNs
whose nodes represent discrete random variables.
Applications involving reasonably rich complexity,
often required by practical problems (i.e., child nodes
with many parents, discrete variables with many
states), require an extremely large number of in-
put values to complete the CPTs. These values can
be either retrieved from data, if available, or from
experts.
In data-sparse environments, it makes sense to
use expert judgment for the quantification. However,
an excessive assessment burden on experts may lead
to rapid, informal, and indefensible quantification,
subject to a raft of cognitive biases. Structured expert
judgment (SEJ) elicitation techniques and protocols
are available for obtaining estimates of uncertain
quantities from groups of experts in a structured way
designed to minimize the pervasive cognitive frailties
of unstructured approaches. Expert fatigue is a real
risk and cognitive loads can be in danger of intro-
ducing bias and inconsistency through fatigue. When
the quantities of interest are conditional probability
distributions, there is a natural relationship between
the quantities that can be exploited to reduce the
number of items to be elicited, and to complement
the elicitation with imputed, analytically calculated
inputs. The size of CPTs grows exponentially with
the number of parents.
The key question this article aims to address
is what is essential to elicit, what can be inferred,
and what is the payoff in terms of accuracy. Sev-
eral methods for eliciting partial CPTs, or completely
different measures of dependence that can then be
transformed into the needed input (the full CPTs),
are available and summarized below.
1.1. Previous Work
In their 2016 systematic review, Werner et al.
(2016) raised the question of the burden of elicita-
tion on experts, both in terms of the volume of as-
sessments and also in terms of the complexity of
the scenarios. They reviewed methods varying from
piecewise interpolation based on the influence of par-
ents (Wisse et al., 2008), to making use of the causal
structure in a BN, e.g., the noisy-OR and noisy-MAX
methods (Díez, 1993; Pearl, 1988)
Hansson and Sjökvist (2013) compared three
elicitation methods with respect to their burden on
experts. Taking the battery voltage network in the
NETICA software as ground truth, and expert in-
put as required, results from the three methods
were compared using the mean absolute difference
(MAD) as a measure of accuracy. The three methods
used were: a likelihood method, a piecewise linear
interpolation elicitation method for Bayesian Belief
Nets (called EBBN), and a weighted sum method.
For the likelihood method, the expert delivers a typ-
ical distribution for the probabilities, a base for the
log likelihood, a weighting factor for each state of
the child node, and each state of the parent nodes.
The EBBN requires the expert to assign as many
rows of the CPT as there are child states and one
weight for each parent node. The weighted sum algo-
rithm requires the expert to give the relative weights
for the parent nodes and the probability distributions
for the compatible parent configurations. The like-
lihood method replicated the originals most closely,
as judged by the MAD. It was also the most robust
to less smooth probability distributions, but perhaps
also represents the highest requirement of technical
understanding for the expert.
Alkhairy and Low-Choy (2017) tackle the elicita-
tion burden using alternate methods for selecting the
questions to be elicited. The comparison is between
Cain’s linear interpolation (Cain, 2001), Taguchi’s
orthogonal arrays (OAs) design (Taguchi, &
Konishi, 1987), and a composite of these two. In
Cain’s method, the rows in the CPT corresponding
to “best” and “worst” scenarios1 are elicited in full
and used to construct an integrating factor. One row
needs to be elicited for every change in the parent
state. This provides a linear interpolation to complete
1These often have a very natural meaning in the context of prac-
tical problems, for example, the “best” scenario for honey bee
abundance is a good environment for food and nesting, average
weather, especially normal range temperatures according to sea-
son, and low incidence of disease, especially Varroa parasites.
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the CPT. Taguchi’s OAs design is a fractional fac-
torial method of experimental design in which each
pair of parents has the same number of levels and the
design is balanced so that all levels from all parents
appear in an equal number of scenarios. Rather than
a complete factorial design, scenarios are generated
by weighted sum generators. The combined method
asks experts for the information required by each
method, doubling the experts’ burden. The Taguchi
OA had narrower credible intervals, leading to more
accurate estimation of the influences and predictions
of quality.
Laitila and Virtanen (2016) refine the method-
ology for ranked nodes method (RNM). Ranked
nodes are used to represent continuous quantities
for which there are no well-established ratio or in-
terval scales. Experts provide an aggregation func-
tion (weight expression) and weights representing
the relative strengths by which the parent node de-
fines the central tendency of the child node on the
ordinal scale. The experts also quantify their un-
certainty about the parameter by providing a vari-
ance. The aggregation function maps points from
the normalized scales to the normalized scale of the
child node. These points are used as mean param-
eters of doubly truncated normal distributions, uti-
lized in the generation of the CPT. Laitila and Vir-
tanen (2016) add guidelines for discretizing the in-
terval scales into ordinal scales, guidelines for elic-
iting the weight expressions, and weights and sug-
gestions for refinement of generated CPT. After dis-
cretizing the interval scales of all nodes into an equal
number of subintervals, the discretization is refined
by asking the expert questions about the subinter-
val boundary points. Expert assessments about the
mode of the child node on the interval scale in var-
ious scenarios are used to determine weight expres-
sions and weights. Finally, the expert examines the
generated CPTs to ensure that these reflect their
views on a series of representative combinations of
the states. Nunes et al. (2018) compared the RNM
with weighted sum method and a variant of the an-
alytic hierarchy process. For the weighted sum al-
gorithm, experts are expected to deliver compatible
parental configurations, i.e., plausible combinations
of states. For these compatible parental configura-
tions, experts are asked for probability distributions
plus weights for each parent node denoting its degree
of influence on the child. The adapted analytic hier-
archy process asks the experts for probability assess-
ments conditioned on single parents and calculates
the conditional probabilities of nodes with multiple
parents. Prior probabilities are obtained by pairwise
comparisons of all states of the node, assessing which
is more likely and how much more likely. Qualitative
descriptions are translated to numerical values. From
a reciprocal matrix of these, the relative priority of
each state is obtained from the maximum eigenvec-
tor. The desired CPTs are calculated using the prod-
uct of the independent probabilities and a normaliz-
ing factor.
In Whitney et al. (2018), similar to the RNM,
the authors ask for prior distributions on the par-
ent nodes as a table together with the relative influ-
ence of the parents, the effects of each state of the
parent node, and the strength of the response. They
use the likelihood method described in Hansson and
Sjökvist (2013) in their R package “decisionSupport”
to calculate CPTs. The parameters were verified with
published literature. Then the resulting parameter-
ized BN was shared with experts to verify logical
consistency.
The most recent paper is Hassall et al. (2019)
in which the authors derive a score for each par-
ent using two questions: the specification of relative
parental importance and the associated direction of
relationship. Mathematically, this relative weighting
and order relationship defines a score, from which
an initial draft CPT is created. This score is not de-
signed to fully define a CPT, but rather to provide
an initialization that captures the relative effects of
the parent nodes while still enabling experts to re-
fine their beliefs through individual edits. The under-
lying assumptions for this method are that all states
can be considered on an equally spaced linear scale
and that the range of CPT rows’ entries, for a bi-
nary child node, will contain values in the full range
of 0–100%. If more than two states are necessary for
a child node, this scoring approach works best when
there is an equidistant definition to the ordinal states
of the child node. Although designed purely as an ap-
proach to initialize the CPTs, in practice the authors
found that relatively little editing of the initialized
CPTs was done. Users tended to accept the prepopu-
lated distributions and move on to the next CPT. This
was primarily due to either time constraints (with
users daunted by the number of tables they needed to
complete), or due to low confidence in the elicited re-
lationships (with users opting for a generalized repre-
sentation of their belief in the absence of any strong
feelings to the contrary).
These methods all require different kinds of ex-
pertise from the experts involved in the elicitation.
The likelihood method requires experts who are
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Fig 1. The parents in this BN are physical access, food availability,
and equivalized income. Food Security is the child and has four
categories. Given all the possible combinations of the parents, the
probability distribution CPT requires 48 entries. Since these will
become probabilities, we could use the fact that they need to add
to one to ask only for 36 probabilities from experts. However, since
we were asking for medians, which may not add up to exactly one
(plus 90% credible interval), we asked for all 48 entries from each
expert and afterward normalized to probabilities.
comfortable with probability distributions and bases
for logarithms. The weighted sum method requires
probability distributions and also parent weights. The
EBBN asks for as many rows of a CPT as there are
child states along with parent weights. RNMs require
experts to provide an aggregation functions, parent
weights, and a variance. The Analytic Hierarchy Pro-
cess (AHP) requires a probability assessment condi-
tioned on single parents. Hassall et al. (2019) require
relative parent importance and the direction of the
relationship. After these are used for completing, the
CPTs experts are asked to verify and edit the CPTs
if necessary. This auditing is also required of experts
in the RNM. Cain’s linear interpolation requires ex-
perts to identify a “best” and “worst” scenario and
provide in full the rows relevant to those scenarios
plus one row for each change in parent state.
Clearly, then, suitability of these methods will de-
pend very much on the domains of expertise of the
experts involved in the elicitation. All experts will be
required to have expert knowledge in the domain in
which the elicitation exercise seeks to quantify un-
certainty. The ability to provide distribution parame-
ters and bases for logarithms requires a good mathe-
matical familiarity in addition to domain knowledge,
while the ability to estimate probabilities or natural
frequencies—while still challenging for some—has a
lower bar.
In this research, we used and tested the Bayesian
intelligence interpolation method and its variants for
CPTs called “InterBeta” (Mascaro and Woodberry,
2020). We compare the outputs of InterBeta using
two case studies where full CPTs were elicited from
groups of experts using the IDEA protocol. These ex-
perts varied in their mathematical familiarity, so the
elicitations were carried out by asking for natural fre-
quencies in one case and probabilities in percentages
in the other.
InterBeta focuses on a specific type of relation-
ship between a child and its parents in the BN,
namely, ones in which parents influence the param-
eters of a child’s (discretized) Beta distribution. Beta
distributions are bounded and can represent uni-
modal distributions (with a mean and dispersion);
thus, this allows modeling cases in which parents af-
fect the mean value of the child, both in linear and
nonlinear ways, coupled with noise or uncertainty.
This type of relationship is common both when work-
ing with continuous variables and also when working
with discrete variables that have an underlying con-
tinuous nature. The Beta is also flexible enough to
support both bimodal and uniform distributions as
well, which provides additional flexibility, though we
do not examine these possible uses here.
The next section introduces SEJ and the IDEA
protocol. We then introduce the technical details re-
lating to the InterBeta methodology, which we will
Table I. Variations on the InterBeta Method Examined Here
Capability
Method (Expert Inputs) Distinct Effects Nonlinear Effects Dependencies Unconstrained Betas
Best and Worst
Parent Weights Yes
Parent State Weights Yes Yes
Row Weights Yes Yes Yes
Row Beta Parameters Yes Yes Yes Yes
Note: Every method requires ordered states for parents and child and best and worst case distributions. Some require additional inputs in the
form of weights or parameters. Methods lower in the table require more inputs, but allow for more capabilities and therefore greater fidelity.
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Fig 2. Decision tree for choosing an interpolation method. Note that the burden of each method needs to be balanced against available re-
sources, so an appropriate level of approximation needs to be considered as well. (e.g., In the first question, do all parents have approximately
equal influence?)
Fig 3. Experts were asked to estimate the food security status
(High, Marginal, Low, Very Low) of households given high, mod-
erate or low household disposable income, high, moderate or low
food availability, and good or poor physical access.
test using the data. Then we give some detail on the
measures of performance we use to compare how
well InterBeta replicated the original CPTs, given by
experts, from partial information. In Section 3, we in-
troduce our data sets and give the results of using the
various settings of InterBeta with our data. Finally,
we discuss the results in context of reducing expert
elicitation burden.
2. METHODS
The InterBeta software was used to complete
partial CPTs in BNs using partial information re-
Table II. Food Example Using the Kullback–Leibler Measure:
PW Parent Weights, SW Parent State Weights, RW Row Weights,
RP Row Beta Parameters
Expert PW-KL SW-KL RW-KL RP-KL
Expert A 0.05 0.04 0.02 0.01
Expert B 0.05 0.04 0.02 0.012
Expert C 0.13 0.12 0.10 0.03
Expert D 0.07 0.06 0.04 0.01
Expert E 0.07 0.04 0.03 0.006
Equal Weighted Experts 0.05 0.03 0.02 0.01
Performance Weighted
Experts
0.05 0.03 0.02 0.01
Note: Tables showing equivalent Mean Squared Distance (Table
A2), Total Variation Distance (Table A3), and Hellinger distance
(Table A4) are in the Appendix.
quired by the method derived from the full CPTs and
imputing the remainder. The imputed values were
compared using Kullback–Leibler, mean squared
deviation, Hellinger, and total variation distance
(TVD) measures, see Section 2.3.
2.1. Structured Expert Judgment
The IDEA protocol (Hanea et al., 2016) for SEJ
was used to elicit CPTs from two groups of experts.
One elicitation asked for the probability of pollina-
tor abundance, given a range of weather, disease, and
environmental conditions. The other SEJ asked for
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Table III. Bees Example Using the Kullback Leibler Measure:
PW Arithmetic mean, Parent Weights; EW Geometric Mean,
Best and Worst; PWG Geometric Mean, Parent Weights; Cain
Cain’s Method
Expert PW-KL EW-KL PWG-KL Cain-KL
Expert A 0.028 0.034 0.001 0.002
Expert B 0.016 0.060 0.002 0.002
Expert C 0.047 0.028 0.017 0.023
Expert D 0.002 0.067 0.007 0.004
Expert E 0.02 0.012 0.006 0.008
Expert F 0.001 0.047 0.008 0.007
Expert G 0.023 0.024 0.004 0.005
Expert H 0.016 0.016 0.008 0.009
Expert J 0.002 0.147 0.003 0.003
Expert K 0.032 0.140 0.002 0.001
Equal Weighted Experts 0.006 0.024 0.003 0.002
Average of generated CPTs 0.005 0.027 0.002 0.001
Note: Tables in the Appendix give the equivalent tables for total
variation distance (Table A7), mean squared distance (Table A6),
and Hellinger distance (Table A8).
Fig 4. Experts were asked to estimate the abundance of pollina-
tors given good or poor Varroa mite control, average or unusual
weather, and supportive or unsupportive environment.
the natural frequencies for membership for four cat-
egories of household food security, given a range on
household income, access, and food availability con-
ditions (for more details see Section 3.1).
A range of SEJ protocols exist, aiming to sub-
ject expert judgment to the same level of care and
scrutiny as would be expected for empirical data,
ensuring that if judgments are to be used as data,
that they are subject to basic scientific principles of
review, critical appraisal, and repeatability. Impor-
tantly, structured elicitation protocols are grounded
in empirical testing to demonstrate that they improve
expert judgments.
The IDEA protocol (“Investigate”, “Discuss”,
“Estimate” and “Aggregate”), distills the most valu-
able steps from existing protocols, and combines
them into a single and practical protocol. The pro-
tocol has been provided in full detail in Hanea et al.
(2016). The key steps are:
• Recruit a diverse group of experts to answer
questions with probabilistic or quantitative re-
sponses.
• Experts first Investigate the questions and clar-
ify their meanings, and then provide their indi-
vidual best estimates and associated credible in-
tervals in private.
• Experts receive feedback on their estimates in
relation to other experts, in anonymized form.
• With the assistance of a facilitator, the experts
Discuss the results, resolve different interpreta-
tions of the questions, cross-examine reasoning
and evidence, and then provide a second and fi-
nal private Estimate.
• The individual second-round estimates are then
combined using mathematical Aggregation.
In our research, we consider eliciting probabili-
ties as relative frequencies. The experts quantify their
uncertainty by providing quantiles of the subjective
distributions they associate with the elicited relative
frequencies. They are typically asked for a best es-
timate and an upper and lower plausible value in-
terpreted as, for example, 5th and 95th quantiles. If
experts’ estimates are used to populate CPTs, their
best estimates are used as entries in the CPTs and
their bounds are used to give an indication of the
uncertainty.
2.2. InterBeta Interpolation Techniques
InterBeta (Mascaro and Woodberry, 2020) works
with ordered (i.e., ranked) or binary nodes, such as
the nodes from Fig. 1. The method requires the user
to specify a “best case” distribution and a “worst
case” distribution for the child. (“Best” and “worst”
here refer to distributions in which the distribu-
tion parameters are at their extremes for the child.)
All other cases are interpolated between these ex-
tremes, based on a set of (noninteracting) weights
for the parent states. Note that weights can be as-
signed to parent states not just to parents, hence
independently nonlinear (and even nonmonotonic)
relationships can be defined. However, interactions
are currently limited to weighted sums. (Certain
types of interaction can be modeled by introducing
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Fig 5. Food Security—Arithmetic Mean—Best and Worst Comparison of the expert CPTs (blue line) to the interpolated CPTs (red line).
Each point on the X-axis represents a row from the CPT in odometer order (as it would appear in, for example, the Netica BN software
package), with the best case at x = 0 and the worst case at x = 47). (See Figure A4 in the Appendix for ordered graph.) The Y-axis is the
probability for the question produced by the expert or interpolator. The first five graphs (Experts A–E) represent the CPTs directly given
by experts, along with the best fit interpolated CPT. Equal Weighted Experts represents an equal-weighted average of expert CPTs, with the
interpolation fit to this average CPT (i.e., the interpolation is run once at the end). Performance Weighted Experts is similar, but weighted
instead by expert performance. Finally, Average of Generated CPTs is the same as Equal Weighted Experts, except that the averaging occurs
after CPTs have been interpolated for each expert (i.e., the interpolation is run for every expert, and then averaged).
Fig 6. Food security SEJ: Performance
measures for Best and Worst interpo-
lation of Food Security SEJ CPTs. Ex-
pert EW is the mean of the experts’ val-
ues and PW Experts is the performance
weighted mean of the experts’ values.
See Table A9.
intermediate nodes, as is already possible in the
graphical language of BNs themselves.)
The interpolation techniques we use here assume
that the conditional distribution for the child node
can be approximated by a Beta distribution. Even
though other distributions can be assumed, the Beta
distribution is chosen for its bounded support and its
flexibility (unimodal, uniform, and bimodal at both
extremes). The interpolation works by interpolating
the parameters of the Beta distribution (rather than
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Fig 7. Pollinator abundance SEJ: There
was no performance weighting in this
data set since the measures of perfor-
mance were unable to justify perfor-
mance weighting. Equal weighted comb
is the mean of the imputed values for
comparison with EW, the mean of the
experts’ values. See Table A10
the distribution itself), thereby maintaining the shape
of the Beta across all the interpolated rows.2 That is:
P(X |y1···n) ∼̇ Beta(gα(y1···n), gβ (y1···n)),
where X is the child, y1···n is a combination of par-
ent states identifying a single CPT row (for par-
ents Y1···n), and gα and gβ map these parent state
combinations to α and β parameter values for the
Beta distribution. The user is not required to provide
the Beta parameters directly; indeed, they need not
even know the tool uses Beta distributions at all. At
present, the tool allows the user to provide a multi-
nomial with n = 1 (i.e., a categorical distribution) or
the α and β parameters directly.3, 4
2This is in contrast to the common case when combining proba-
bilistic expert judgments, which typically involves combining the
distributions themselves, rather than the parameters. This ap-
proach can work well for expert judgments, but works poorly for
interpolating CPTs where the shape of the distribution washes
out or becomes distorted for the middle CPT rows.
3Currently, the tool elicits multinomials with the assumption that
n = 1, though in future, we may allow n > 1 to capture (for ex-
ample) an estimate of confidence via equivalent sample sizes. If
multinomials are provided, a Beta distribution is fitted to it using
a simple stochastic hill climbing search.
4Throughout this article, we will use “Beta parameters” as short-
hand to refer to any means of specifying a distribution, whether
Given the Beta distribution is continuous, it must
be discretized. The tool treats the states of the tar-
get node as ranging over an interval [0, |X |], where
|X | is the number of states in the child node. The
user specifies their best and worst case distributions
over this interval—either with multinomials or Beta
parameters. To recover the multinomial for any par-
ticular row in the CPT (whether a best case, worst
case, or interpolated row), the program calculates
the probability mass within each unit interval (i.e.,
[0, 1), [1, 2), . . . , [|X | − 1, |X |]) and assigns it to the
corresponding state.
To determine the parameters for any particular
interpolated row, InterBeta takes a weighted mixture
of the best and worst case Beta parameters ((α↑, β↑)
and (α↓, β↓), respectively) as follows:
α = gα(y1···n) = w(y1···n)α↑ + (1 − w(y1···n))α↓,
β = gβ (y1···n) = w(y1···n)β↑ + (1 − w(y1···n))β↓,
where w(y1···n) is a weight function that maps parent
state combinations (or rows) to weights that fall be-
tween 0 and 1. Weights can be supplied for each row
by multinomials, means and dispersions, quartiles, or actual α,
β parameters.
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Fig 8. Bees—Arithmetic Mean—Best and Worst Comparison of the expert CPTs (blue line) to the interpolated CPTs (red line) with
question number on the x-axis and probability on the y-axis.
Fig 9. Food Security—Arithmetic Mean—Parent Weights Comparison of the expert CPTs (blue line) to the interpolated CPTs (red line)
with question number on the x-axis and probability on the y-axis.
directly, or more commonly computed from the par-
ent states. This can be a simple linear combination of
the parent states, or some other combination, such as
the arithmetic, geometric, or harmonic mean. In this
article, we focus just on the arithmetic and geometric
means. As an alternative to interpolating the α and β
parameters themselves, we could instead interpolate
the mean and variance. Of these two approaches, our
experiments have not yet suggested a clear winner
with respect to how well CPTs fit their originals, and
therefore, we focus here on our original interpolation
method that is applied to the α and β. However, it
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Fig 10. Food Security—Arithmetic Mean—Parent State Weights Comparison of the expert CPTs (blue line) to the interpolated CPTs (red
line) with question number on the x-axis and probability on the y-axis
Fig 11. Food Security—Geometric Mean—Best and Worst Comparison of the expert CPTs (blue line) to the interpolated CPTs (red line)
with question number on the x-axis and probability on the y-axis.
may be that the interpolation of means and variances
produces CPTs that better align with expert expecta-
tions.
For example, consider the Food Security node in
Fig. 1 and the pictured (and empty) CPT. Suppose
an expert has provided us with the best case distribu-
tion of [0.5,0.2,0.2,0.1], corresponding to the top row
(where physical access and food availability are both
good, and equivalized income is high). Our stochastic
hill-climbing search finds an approximate of α↑ ≈ 0.6
and β↑ ≈ 1.2. The expert also provides a worst case
distribution of [0.1,0.2,0.3,0.4] (for the bottom row,
where physical access and food availability are both
poor, and equivalized income is low), and this is fit-
ted with α↓ ≈ 1.6 and β↓ ≈ 0.9. The best case row
would be given the maximum weight (of 1) and the
worst case row the minimum weight (of 0), and these
would therefore result in just the degenerate interpo-
lations equaling the best and worst Beta parameters.
For an intermediate row, the weight would fall some-
where in between. Say, for example, a row close to
the best case has a weight of 0.85. Based on the equa-
tions above, the interpolation for this row would give:
α = gα(y1···n) = 0.85 × 0.6 + (1 − 0.85) × 1.6 = 0.75,
β = gβ (y1···n) = 0.85 × 1.2 + (1 − 0.85) × 0.9 = 1.155,
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Fig 12. Food Security—Geometric Mean—Parent Weights Comparison of the expert CPTs (blue line) to the interpolated CPTs (red line)
with question number on the x-axis and probability on the y-axis.
Fig 13. Food Security—Geometric Mean—Parent State Weights Comparison of the expert CPTs (blue line) to the interpolated CPTs (red
line) with question number on the x-axis and probability on the y-axis.
giving a distribution (prior to discretization) of
Beta(0.75, 1.155), which is slightly flatter and skewed
more to the right of the best case approximate dis-
tribution of Beta(0.6, 1.2). As the row weights move
closer to 0, the mass of the distribution shifts further
to the right and closer to the worst case approximate
distribution of Beta(1.6, 0.9).
While InterBeta works exclusively via Beta dis-
tributions at present, there is nothing that prohibits
the same interpolation approach being used with
other types of distribution (such as truncated nor-
mals, log normals, triangular distributions, or even
general multinomials). In addition, while we focus
here on cases in which the user supplies two CPT
rows (the best and worst case), it is also possible to
extend the approach to multirow interpolations. (See
Mascaro and Woodberry (2020) for further discus-
sion.)
2.2.1. Variations
There are several variations on the interpola-
tion method, ordered based on the number of re-
quired inputs in Table I. The number of inputs is
positively correlated with how well the interpolation
can replicate an arbitrary CPT—hence, the more in-
puts we have, the closer the interpolation will match
an expert’s fully specified CPT. For all interpolation
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Fig 14. Food Security—Kullback–Leibler—Arithmetic and Geometric Mean—Comparison. For other distance measures, see Figs. A6–A8.
variations specified in the table, the user must at least
specify both a best case and worst case Beta distribu-
tion for the child, as well as a state order for each
node (which may be just the natural state order for
each node). In addition, the user may be asked for
parent weights, weights for all parent states (sepa-
rately for each parent), or weights for all rows (i.e.,
all parent state combinations); alternatively, they can
specify the Beta parameters for all rows.
If only the best and worst case distributions are
supplied by the user (Best and Worst), the parents
(yi) are assigned the same weight (w) for the in-
terpolation. If a parent contains two states, the top
state is assigned the full parent weight, while the
bottom state is assigned 0 weight. If a parent con-
tains more than two states, the intermediate states re-
ceive a partial weight, with uniform spacing between
states: for a parent with n states, the top state receives
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Fig 15. Bees—Arithmetic Mean—Parent Weights Comparison of the expert CPTs (blue line) to the interpolated CPTs (red line) with
question number on the x-axis and probability on the y-axis.
weight n−1n−1 w = w, the next receives n−2n−1 w, the next re-
ceives n−3n−1 w, and so forth until the last, which receives
n−n
n−1 w = 0.
The user can also specify parent weights wYi (Par-
ent Weights), allowing the effects of parents to be
distinct (i.e., one parent can have more influence
than another).5 The user can also specify weights for
parent states wYi=yi (Parent State Weights). Again,
there is no change to the dependencies that can be
captured in this way, but nonlinear and nonmono-
tonic relationships can now be captured. Note that
whether weights are specified for parents or their
states, parents can still only have independent effects
on the child.
Taking again the Food Security example de-
scribed in the previous section, suppose that the ex-
pert has suggested that all parents should receive
equal weight, and all states are also of equal weight.
Arbitrarily, we can assign a weight of 1 to every par-
5Nondistinct parents can be useful when dealing with homoge-
neous parents that may vary in number; e.g., providing a sum-
mary for the health condition of a set of a trees. An anal-
ogy can be made with the statistical concept of identically dis-
tributed variables.
ent. For physical access and food availability, the full
weight of 1 would go to the state “Good,” while the
state “Poor” would receive weight 0. For equivalized
income, the full weight of 1 would go to “High,” 0.5
would go to “Moderate” and 0 to “Low.” To com-
pute the weight for a given row, we can then use
one of our combination methods on the weights as-
sociated with each state. For example, if we compute
the weight using the arithmetic mean for the row
where physical access is poor (state weight of 0), food
availability is good (state weight of 1), and equival-
ized income is moderate (state weight of 0.5), we get
(0 + 1 + 0.5)/3 = 0.5. This interpolation weight will
yield a distribution much closer to the best case than
the worst case (as described in the previous section).
Specifying weights (Row Weights) or Beta pa-
rameters (Row Beta Parameters) for all rows may
seem redundant, given the number of elicited pa-
rameters will be equal to or greater than the num-
ber of CPT rows; however, this can still be useful
for: (1) elicitation, when the child has a large num-
ber of states; (2) capturing the expert’s intent (par-
ticularly for Row Weights, where weights are directly
interpretable as the relative distance to the best and
worst cases); (3) aggregating multiple expert inputs;
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Fig 16. Bees—Geometric Mean - Best and Worst Comparison of the expert CPTs (blue line) to the interpolated CPTs (red line) with
question number on the x-axis and probability on the y-axis.
or (4) when the child state space needs to be dis-
cretized either dynamically or in different ways for
different contexts.
Most notably, eliciting row weights allows depen-
dencies between inputs to be captured. For example,
suppose that a binary parent Toggle = {on, off} in-
verts the influence of the other parents. This can be
easily represented by assigning row weights in one
direction when Toggle is on, and in the reverse di-
rection, when it is off. However, this ability is limited
to points that lie on the interpolation line. If, for ex-
ample, a specific combination of parent states leads
to an entirely different Beta distribution, this cannot
be captured. If this is required, unconstrained Be-
tas (that is, not constrained to the interpolation line)
can be provided for each row instead. While this pro-
vides the greatest fidelity out of the above techniques,
it also involves the greatest elicitation burden.6 In
most practical cases, experts would need not specify
the full set of rows. Much like Hassall et al. (2019),
6As described in Mascaro and Woodberry (2020), specifying row
weights only allows direct dependencies between the inputs and
the interpolation score node, not directly to the final Beta distri-
bution node.
the CPTs can be generated with one of the less bur-
densome methods first, and then the CPT can be re-
viewed and modified as needed, but doing the review
and adjustment using the generated row weights (or
Beta parameters) instead.
2.2.2. InterBeta in an Expert Elicitation Context
Suppose we want to parameterize a CPT, we
have a group of experts that we can elicit from and we
have also settled on some structured elicitation pro-
tocol.
Prior to using InterBeta, we should confirm that
the child variable can be approximated well by a
uniformly discretized Beta distribution—that is, will
the distribution of the variable always have (approxi-
mately) one of the following shapes: (1) uniform (i.e.,
flat), (2) unimodal, or (3) bimodal, with each max-
imum located at either end. If the variable satisfies
this property, InterBeta can be used.
With this settled, the first step for elicitation
would be to decide on the interpolation method. The
modeler can use the answers to certain very specific
questions to guide this choice; such a guide is pro-
vided in Fig. 2. However, the choice of method needs
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Fig 17. Bees—Geometric Mean—Parent Weights Comparison of the expert CPTs (blue line) to the interpolated CPTs (red line) with
question number on the x-axis and probability on the y-axis.
to balance other modeling considerations as well—
for example, the importance of the node to both the
model and its purpose, as well as other resource con-
straints and problem constraints. This decision might
therefore be better taken by the group of experts, as-
suming that they are familiar enough with what each
method entails and consensus can be reached.
If decided by the experts, discussion should be
stimulated based on a series of questions of the fol-
lowing sort:
• Do some parents affect the child to a greater ex-
tent than others?7
• Do some parents affect the child nonlinearly?
• Do certain combinations of parent states affect
the child more or less than they would alone
(e.g., do the parents affect the child synergisti-
cally)?
• Are there important special cases in which the
child distribution is very different?
7The exact wording for this and other questions would depend
on the domain, e.g., Do some of the following demographic and
environmental factors affect a person’s food security much more
than others?
• Does the child (or its parents) significantly influ-
ence the rest of the network (and in particular,
the key nodes of interest)?
Guided by this discussion and the technical con-
siderations in Fig. 2, the modeler can choose an ap-
propriate interpolation method. For example, if the
answer to all of the above questions is a very firm
yes, we may need to choose either the row weights
or Beta parameters method. Instead, if the answer to
the question of synergies is no (or no significant syn-
ergies), we have good justification for selecting one of
the less burdensome methods, such as Parent Weights
or Parent State Weights.
The choice of interpolation method will then
guide what needs to be elicited from experts as a ba-
sis for interpolation. The method of eliciting those
values from experts can be selected from appropri-
ate protocols. Here the IDEA protocol was used
which asked for a best estimate (median) and also
a lowest and highest plausible value, giving a 90%
credible range. The median value was used for the
interpolation.
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Fig 18. Bees—Kullback–Leibler—Arithmetic and Geometric Mean–Comparison. For other distance measures, see Figs. A9,–A11.
Once the interpolation method is chosen—most
typically Parent Weights—we would begin with ask-
ing for the best and worst case scenarios (using the se-
lected elicitation protocol), then identifying the most
important parent, and then asking how significant the
other parents are as a fraction of the most impor-
tant parent. Below is an illustration, with sample re-
sponses in bold:
• Consider the best possible case for all of the
given factors. How likely is FoodSecurity to be
High, Medium, Low, Very Low?
Multinomial: [0.9,0.1,0,0]
• Consider the worst possible case for all of the
given factors. How likely is FoodSecurity to be
High, Medium, Low, Very Low?
Multinomial: [0.1,0.2,0.4,0.3]
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Fig 19. Bees—Cain Comparison of the expert CPTs (blue line) to the interpolated CPTs (red line) with question number on the x-axis and
probability on the y-axis. Parameters 7–8 and 11–14 are the only interpolated parameters, and the rest (shaded out in grey) are given by the
expert.
• Which factor is the most important in determin-
ing FoodSecurity? (Choose just one.)
FoodAvailability
• Which factor is the second most important in de-
termining FoodSecurity? To what extent is it less
important than the first factor above? (e.g., just
as important, 50% as important, 20% as impor-
tant, etc.)
PhysicalAccess: 80% as important
The individual distributions need not be elicited
as multinomials. Direct parameters can be elicited,
such as means and dispersions, or α and β param-
eters. It should be noted that things like the fram-
ing, intelligibility, ordering, etc., of questions affect
the responses that experts provide, sometimes signif-
icantly. While we do not explore these issues here,
we do note that research on elicitation techniques
advises against eliciting means and dispersions (let
alone more abstract parameters). Best practice in this
case would be to ask for 3 quantiles of the distribu-
tion (for variables that may have an alternative con-
tinuous representation), assuming that the question
can be formulated in terms of relative frequency for-
mats.
When weighted rows is the preferred method,
there may be additional savings in effort if the row
weights are generated by InterBeta first using one
of the lower burden techniques (such as Best and
Worst) and then adjusted by experts, rather than
elicited from scratch. Experts could modify the row
weights directly if they are comfortable with their
meaning (saving time), or otherwise transformations
could be provided (e.g., into Beta distributions, quan-
tiles, or graphs/visual scales) that could instead be the
basis for modification, similar to the procedure in the
ACE software (Hassall et al., 2019).
Once the expert group’s responses have been
collected, independent of the elicitation method, the
analyst must make a choice about how the interpo-
lation and aggregation interact. There are two main
possibilities:
1. Interpolate individual responses, then aggre-
gate.
2. Aggregate responses, then interpolate.
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Fig 20. Food Security marginal probabilities and distance between expert and imputed values, as measured by the four selected measures.
See Table A11.
We examine the result of these two different ap-
proaches below.8
2.3. Measures of Performance
In assessing the goodness of fit for the interpo-
lated estimates, we use four measures of distance
between probability distributions, namely, the mean
squared deviation (MSD), the Kullback-Leibler di-
vergence, total variation distance, and the Hellinger
distance. The measures of performance that are usu-
ally used to verify the model against the truth, will, in
this context, measure the distance between interpo-
lated partial CPTs with fully elicited CPTs.
The MSD simply measures the average of the
squares of the errors or deviations, that is, the differ-
8Many “mixed” approaches are also possible. For example, one
could aggregate just the best and worst cases, then interpolate
each expert individually (using the parent weights that they pro-
vide) based on the group’s best and worst cases. We do not ex-
amine these variations here.
ence between the estimator and what is estimated.
MSD is a risk function, corresponding to the ex-
pected value of the squared error loss or quadratic
loss. If P is a vector of n predictions, and Q is the
vector of observed values of the variable being pre-






This is similar to the Brier Score used to estimate
difference between an expert’s estimate and the re-
ality, but in that case, the outcome is known. In this
case, “InterBeta” is being compared to the expert’s
estimate. Values close to zero show good agreement.
The TVD is a distance measure for probability
distributions and is an example of a statistical dis-
tance metric, and is sometimes called the statistical
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Fig 21. Pollinator abundance marginal probabilities and distance between expert and imputed values, as measured by the four selected
measures. See Table A12.
Values close to zero show good agreement.
The Kullback–Leibler (KL) divergence from Q









In other words, it is the expectation of the loga-
rithmic difference between the probabilities P and Q,
where the expectation is taken using the probabilities
P; smaller values show good agreement (MacKay,
2003, p. 34).
The Hellinger distance for two discrete
probability distributions P = (p1, . . . , pn) and
Q = (q1, . . . , qn) is defined as








which is directly related to the Euclidean norm of the
difference of the square root vectors.
2.4. Cost Benefit Analysis
Experiments were conducted with each of the
method options in InterBeta (see Table I), aiming to
replicate as closely as possible the expert CPTs. For
methods that require weights, we used simulated an-
nealing to find the best fitting weights. The purpose
of these experiments was to see how well InterBeta
could do in principle, given the required inputs for
each method. Essentially, we pretended that experts
were able to provide weights that perfectly reflected
their internal thinking in terms of the implied prob-
abilities calculated for the CPTs. Of course, for Best
and Worst, no pretence is necessary since no weights
are elicited, and the best and worst case distributions
would be provided by the expert in the same form as
was used here.
The more sophisticated a variation of the Inter-
Beta method is, the greater the elicitation burden. A
cost-benefit analysis should enable us to establish if
increasing this elicitation burden is worthwhile, that
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is to say, is the increase in fidelity large enough. Of
course, what large enough means depends on the ap-
plication, the appetite of the experts to answer ex-




Two SEJ exercises provide the “ground truth”
to which the InterBeta methodology is compared.
These elicitations were carried out for other research
purposes, and in each case, the full CPTs were elicited
using the IDEA protocol, giving a median and a 90%
credible interval for each entry. InterBeta was pro-
vided with the minimal information it required for
each of its modes of operation (as if we were only
eliciting partial information from experts) and was
used to estimate the values that have been withheld.
Success is regarded as matching closely the values
provided by each individual expert, or by the aggre-
gated values obtained from the expert group. The
aim is to show how accurate InterBeta is likely to
be under various partial elicitation scenarios, and to
provide guidance on which of the modes of opera-
tion might be optimal under different circumstances.
The two SEJ exercises were part of a pollinator abun-
dance model and a household food security model.
The pollinator abundance model required a simpler
elicitation of CPTs from a BN consisting of three bi-
nary parents and a binary child. Eliciting the entire
CPT took two days in all, a one-day elicitation work-
shop and some follow-up online meetings to gather
second-round estimates and conduct a calibration ex-
ercise. The household food security BN model was
more complex, with four possible categories in the
child node, and two binary and one ternary parent.
Again, this took two days in all for elicitation of
the complete CPT—a one-day elicitation workshop,
which included the calibration questions, followed by
an online discussion plus follow-up with participants
who had been unable to attend the day at short no-
tice.
3.1.1. Household Food Security in Victoria,
Australia (Food)
In this experiment, a structured expert elicita-
tion, using the IDEA protocol (Hanea et al., 2016),
was undertaken with five domain experts in house-
hold food security (Barons, & Kleve, 2020). Experts
were asked to estimate the proportions of 100 fam-
ilies in the state of Victoria, Australia, that would
be in each of four categories of food security (High,
Marginal, Low, Very Low) given various levels of
physical access, equivalized disposable income and
food prices. The responses are the median number
out of 100 households who would be in each of the
four categories; question 1 is the median number in
high food security, question 2 in marginal food secu-
rity, question 3 in low food security, and question 4 in
very low food security. There were 12 scenarios, rep-
resenting differing combinations of these three par-
ent states, and four possible levels of food security in
the target child node making 48 natural frequencies
(probabilities) to estimate, plus an upper and lower
plausible bound for each. There were, additionally,
20 calibration questions.
The “best case” scenario and “worst case” sce-
nario have very natural interpretations here: good
physical access, high equivalized disposable income,
and low food prices (high food availability) should
naturally lead to high rates of household food secu-
rity while poor physical access, low equivalized dis-
posable income, and high food prices (low food avail-
ability) should naturally lead to high rates of house-
hold food insecurity. We provide the natural frequen-
cies from each of the experts, normalized to [0,1]
and the equally weighted and performance-weighted
combination of experts’ estimates to provide explicit
multinomials, required by InterBeta to fit a Beta dis-
tribution, and used to calculate missing values.
3.1.2. Pollinator Abundance (Bees)
In this experiment, a structured expert elicita-
tion, using the IDEA protocol (Hanea et al., 2016),
was undertaken with 10 domain experts in pollina-
tion and pollinators (Barons et al., 2018). Experts
were asked to estimate the probability of good abun-
dance of honey bees, wild bees, and other insect
pollinators given all combinations of possible states
of weather, the environment, and disease pressure.
The probability of poor abundance was taken as
1 − Good Abundance. Evidence for the link between
disease and honey bees is strong, but relatively in-
complete for other bees and other pollinators. For
this reason, we did not ask the experts to estimate the
effects of disease on other bees and other pollinators.
There were eight scenarios for honey bees and four
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for each of the other bees and pollinators, making
16 probabilities to estimate, plus an upper and lower
plausible bound for each.
The “best” case for this example is when Varroa
(disease) control is good, weather is average (nor-
mal), and the environment is supportive. The “worst”
case for this example is when Varroa control is poor,
weather is unusual, and the environment is unsup-
portive. In this work, we used only the eight ques-
tions about honey bee abundance, since in the other
cases, once the best and worst cases were defined,
there were no others to interpolate.
3.2. Best and Worst
The simplest mode for InterBeta is when multi-
nomials are elicited from experts for the “best” and
“worst” cases and used to fit Beta distributions using
the arithmetic mean.
3.2.1. Food
Tables A1–A6 in the Appendix show what the
five experts gave for the intermediate cases, based
on their answers to their views elicited on the pro-
portions of 100 households in each of the four Food
Security categories (High, Marginal, Low, Very Low)
given the best and worst cases. Expert responses have
been interleaved with the interpolator estimates for
the same cases using the Best and Worst method
for comparison. The interpolator had no examples
from the human experts of situations where equiv-
alized income is moderate. Fig. 5 shows the same
information in graphical form. The red lines show
the results the interpolator gave and the blue lines
show the estimates from each of the experts them-
selves. Experts A–E are human experts; performance
and equal weighted combinations are also shown.
Each set of four questions relates to one specific sce-
nario of income, access, and availability, which is in-
dicated by the vertical lines in the table. The ragged
shape of the distribution in the figures is because
every number in the distribution is included seri-
ally; e.g., [0.93,0.04,0.02,0.01] followed immediately
by [0.50,0.29,0.15,0.06], etc. However, using just the
best and worst cases, InterBeta was able to capture
this ragged distribution very well.
Taken over all questions, we used KL, MSD,
TVD, and Hellinger distance between the expert re-
sults and the interpolator results to give a measure of
overall accuracy (Fig.6).
For the Best and Worst method (with no user
supplied weights), we see, in general, that the
interpolator replicates the general shape, but tends
to smooth the result, particularly away from the ex-
tremes, where the “true” values were given. When
the bulk of the probability is in a single category, the
interpolator significantly underestimates the prob-
ability here, and overestimates the probability in
neighboring categories. This effect is particularly
strong for most experts in questions 19–22, 37–40, 43–
46, and 55–58.
In contrast, the difference was less for Q37–40
for Expert E, who had more of an economics back-
ground than others, and more for Q25–28 (moder-
ate equivalized disposable income and good physical
access when food availability is poor). However, as
an overall performance, Expert A can be considered
best, as measured by the Kulback–Leiblerscore, with
a similar performance as the aggregations.
There is no clear difference (see Figs. 6 and 7)
between imputing from the aggregated experts’ judg-
ments and aggregating the imputed values of the in-
dividuals experts’ values. For equal weighting of the
experts’ medians, the aggregation of imputed val-
ues scores slightly better both in the Food example
and in the Bee example below, but for performance
weighted aggregation, there is a mixed picture, with
the imputation of aggregated values tending to do
slightly better.
3.2.2. Bees
Tables A10 and A11 show the interpolator esti-
mates of what the 10 experts would have given for the
intermediate cases, based on their answers to their
views elicited on the probability of high abundance
of honey bees given the best and worst cases.
3.3. Variations of Interpolation and Elicitation
Here we explore the Parent Weights, Parent
State Weights, Row Weights, and Row Beta Param-
eters options within InterBeta.
Compared to the arithmetic mean and Best and
Worst in the Food Security data, using parent weights
gives a much closer fit, more of the peaks and
troughs are captured in full, with similar performance
whether fitting actual experts (A…E) or aggrega-
tions (EW and PW) (Fig. 9).
With parent state weights, the fit is closer still,
with discrepancies seen mostly in Expert C. This
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error is eliminated using the aggregated versions
which fit very closely (Fig. 10).
Using the geometric mean with Best and Worst,
we see the same pattern of smoothing away from the
extremes as with the arithmetic mean, but if anything,
the smoothing is greater using the geometric mean
(Fig. 11).
As with arithmetic mean, geometric mean us-
ing parent weights brings a significant improvement
in the performance, with the shape largely captured
in full and the anomalies of Expert C eliminated
through use of the aggregated values (Fig. 12). There
does not seem to be a significant difference between
equal weighted and performance weighted aggrega-
tion, which suggests in partially elicited CPTs inter-
polated using InterBeta, the burden on experts can
be reduced by omitting calibration questions.
A further improvement in fit is seen using parent
state weights with geometric mean (Fig. 13). The fit is
particularly close with the aggregated values. Again,
there is little to choose between these two, suggest-
ing that calibration questions may not be necessary if
partial CPTs are being elicited.
Comparing KL for the different imputations (see
Fig. 14), we see that more inputs give greater accu-
racy, as expected, but also that in almost all cases,
parent weights give a performance both significantly
improved over Best and Worst and in line with Par-
ent state weights, suggesting that the additional elic-
itation burden for the latter in not warranted in
this case.
In the Bees SEJ, using Parent Weights and the
arithmetic mean brings a noticeable improvement
over Best and Worst (Fig. 15). Experts D, F, J, and
K are particularly well captured.
The geometric mean captures the distributions
using Best and Worst better than the arithmetic mean
(Fig. 16).
Using Best and Worst and the geometric mean
finds the best fit to the Bees experts (Fig. 17). The fit
is slightly less closed in the case of Expert C and G,
but is closed nevertheless.
Similarly to the Food example, in Fig. 18, we see
an improvement in accuracy as more information is
added along with a substantial improvement of Par-
ent Weights over Best and Worst, but only a small
additional improvement for Parent State Weights.
Comparison with Cain’s method shows that, for
the Bees SEJ, only 6 of the 16 values can be imputed,
the remainder need to be provided to the algorithm
(Fig. 19). The fit is reasonable in this case, but the
elicitation burden is reduced by only about a third.
3.4. Effect on Marginal Probability
Recall Figs. 1, 3, and 4. The desired outcome
of the elicitation was to quantify the CPTs of the
BN to calculate the marginal probabilities of polli-
nator abundance and household food security. Our
final interest is to investigate the difference between
these marginal distributions and those derived from
imputed CPTs using InterBeta with Best and Worst
(i.e., no user defined weights) and the arithmetic
mean. With uniform priors on the parents, we cal-
culated the marginal probability distributions for
household food security and bee abundance for each
expert and for the aggregated distributions and com-
pared these to the margins derived from the imputed
values. In each case, we calculated the KL, MSE,
TVD, and Hellinger distance
4. CONCLUSIONS
When SEJ is required to quantify models, one
significant consideration is the burden on experts.
This burden comes in the form of both time com-
mitment and cognitive burden. Cognitive burden is
expert-dependent and an elicitation that is burden-
some to one expert may be easy to another, depend-
ing on the type of expertise and the quantities re-
quired. A large number of assessments are burden-
some to all experts, even if easy, and InterBeta offers
a way to reduce these burdens. InterBeta also pro-
vides the opportunity to enrich a model by making
maximum use of available expert time.
In the two examples shown here, there was good
agreement between the values the experts gave in
the elicitation and the InterBeta values. The perfor-
mance weighted aggregations performed well, but
there is not a significant difference between interpo-
lating the aggregated expert values and aggregating
the interpolated values. In both food and bees exam-
ples, the parent state weights method in InterBeta
produced estimates close to those provided by the
experts. The elicitation requirement for this method
is the best and worst cases and state weights that, as
demonstrated, can be elicited using natural language.
For the Food example, this represents a significant re-
duction in elicitation burden. In the Bees example,
the burden is still reduced, but since this is a rela-
tively small CPT, there is less saving. However, this
CPT was reduced in order to make elicitations feasi-
ble in the time available. The addition of InterBeta to
the SEJ toolbox offers the possibility of richer mod-
eling. The widely used Cain’s method performs well
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on the (binary) bees case at the cost of much more
expert burden—in fact, burden is decreased by only
a third relative to eliciting the full CPTs, and this is
a simple case. As more information is provided to
InterBeta, the fidelity of the interpolation certainly
improves, so the trade-off is between expert burden
and accuracy, which is context-dependent. The elici-
tation burden for InterBeta Parent Weights (see Ta-
ble 1) is the same as Cain’s method. However, In-
terBeta has a range of options that allow trading
off burden against fidelity, as well as fitting nonlin-
ear relationships and better supporting dependen-
cies when needed. For these variations, the elicitation
burden can shrink (if only best and worst cases are
requested) or grow if asking for weights for parent
states, row weights, and Beta distribution parameters
for each row. InterBeta is also able to scale up to ar-
bitrarily large state spaces for both parents and chil-
dren so long as the child continues to fit the shape
of the (discretized) Beta distribution, with either a
unimodal center of mass and dispersion, a uniform
distribution, or a bimodal distribution with peaks at
both ends. The elicitation burden in the case of Par-
ent State Weights is linear in the number of states
for each parent and the child—for example, for 10
parents with five states each, the number of weights
required is 10 × (5 − 1) = 40, coupled with the best
and worst case child distributions. In such a case, the
limiting factor is more likely to be the BN inference
itself rather than the time required from the expert.
Practical (and well-engineered) causal graphs that
are human-friendly are typically much sparser than
this; hence, we might expect this method to work fea-
sibly and well with networks that run to a hundred or
more nodes.
The elicitation burden, however, does depend to
a degree on the experts’ areas of expertise. Many do-
main experts would be very comfortable with provid-
ing parameters for distributions, while others would
find this way of thinking very unfamiliar and poten-
tially confusing, which affects the reliability of the re-
sults they would give. One assessment that must be
undertaken is the appropriateness of the methods for
the specific experts invited to provide quantitative in-
formation for the problem at hand. For the model-
ing methods reviewed above, the likelihood method
requires experts to be comfortable with probabil-
ity distributions. The EBBN method requires giving
rows for each of the child states and parent weights.
Some experts may be more comfortable with this.
The relative weights for the parent nodes and proba-
bility distributions for compatible parent configura-
tions required by the weighted sum algorithm will
prove challenging for experts from some domains.
Similarly, providing an aggregation function for the
RNM along with parent weights and parameter vari-
ance may prove to be a heavy burden for some do-
main experts and straightforward for others. The ex-
amination and editing of the CPTs or refinement of
the interval scales, required in the RNM and the
ACE methods, implies that the experts already have
an idea of what these are and could, in principle,
have provided the CPTs by hand. Of course, if the
CPTs are very large, initializing them still reduces ex-
pert burden to some degree. Asking for qualitative
descriptors and translating these into numerical val-
ues will reduce the burden for experts in fields where
descriptive categorizations are the norm. However,
translating these into numerical scores appropriately
will require domain expertise as well as mathematical
expertise. There is also an issue here that the quali-
tative information may be interpreted differently by
different individuals. This can be addressed by agree-
ing on a numerical range within which each cate-
gorical descriptor lies. The complexity of a system
model is often not fully known until domain experts
are consulted, showing that the soft elicitation or
model building phase must not be rushed or under-
taken by nonexperts. This applies to modeling gener-
ally and not just to BNs where interpolation might be
used. The most important quantity is the difference
in the marginal distribution to the quantity of inter-
est that the BN is estimating, and on which decision
will be made.
The flow chart in Fig. 2 gives readers a logical
way to understand the way InterBeta might be used
to best effect in a given context. Compared to existing
methods, InterBeta provides a flexible tool that al-
lows control of expert burden and trade-off between
burden and accuracy in a transparent single method.
The examples given here provide a proof of concept
and insight into the potential accuracy of InterBeta.
Further work will be required to provide a theoreti-
cal basis for this.
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APPENDIX A
Table A1. Five Experts Estimated the Number Out of 100 Families to Experience Each of Four Categories of Food Security Using the
IDEA Protocol
Expert Estimate Question 1 Question 2 Question 3 Question 4 Question 7 Question 8 Question 9 Question 10
Expert A 0.93 0.04 0.02 0.01 0.50 0.29 0.15 0.06
Expert A Imputed 0.93 0.04 0.02 0.01 0.70 0.18 0.09 0.03
Expert B 0.90 0.06 0.03 0.01 0.36 0.44 0.12 0.08
Expert B Imputed 0.90 0.06 0.03 0.01 0.66 0.19 0.10 0.04
Expert C 0.95 0.03 0.02 0.01 0.20 0.60 0.15 0.05
Expert C Imputed 0.95 0.03 0.02 0.01 0.60 0.19 0.13 0.08
Expert D 0.85 0.10 0.03 0.02 0.35 0.47 0.15 0.03
Expert D Imputed 0.85 0.09 0.04 0.02 0.65 0.20 0.11 0.04
Expert E 0.97 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.85 0.05 0.05 0.05
Expert E Imputed 0.97 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.71 0.11 0.08 0.10
Equal Weight 0.93 0.04 0.02 0.01 0.42 0.39 0.14 0.06
Equal Weight Imputed 0.93 0.04 0.02 0.01 0.66 0.18 0.11 0.05
Performance Weight 0.88 0.08 0.03 0.01 0.35 0.45 0.14 0.07
Performance Weight Imp 0.88 0.07 0.03 0.01 0.65 0.20 0.11 0.04
Expert Estimate Question 13 Question 14 Question 15 Question 16 Question 19 Question 20 Question 21 Question 22
Expert A 0.28 0.27 0.37 0.08 0.90 0.05 0.04 0.01
Expert A Imputed 0.51 0.27 0.16 0.06 0.51 0.27 0.16 0.06
Expert B 0.25 0.25 0.40 0.10 0.85 0.10 0.03 0.02
Expert B Imputed 0.48 0.27 0.17 0.07 0.48 0.27 0.17 0.07
Expert C 0.13 0.30 0.51 0.06 0.75 0.12 0.10 0.03
Expert C Imputed 0.39 0.27 0.21 0.13 0.39 0.27 0.21 0.13
Expert D 0.15 0.35 0.45 0.05 0.90 0.08 0.01 0.01
Expert D Imputed 0.48 0.27 0.17 0.08 0.48 0.27 0.17 0.08
Expert E 0.20 0.10 0.10 0.60 0.97 0.01 0.01 0.01
Expert E Imputed 0.50 0.17 0.14 0.19 0.50 0.17 0.14 0.19
Equal Weight 0.22 0.28 0.40 0.10 0.87 0.08 0.04 0.02
Equal Weight Imputed 0.46 0.27 0.18 0.09 0.46 0.27 0.18 0.09
Performance Weight 0.22 0.29 0.41 0.08 0.86 0.09 0.03 0.02
Performance Weight Imp 0.48 0.27 0.17 0.08 0.48 0.27 0.17 0.08
Expert Estimate Question 25 Question 26 Question 27 Question 28 Question 31 Question 32 Question 33 Question 34
Expert A 0.27 0.45 0.18 0.09 0.21 0.24 0.42 0.13
Expert A Imputed 0.37 0.32 0.22 0.09 0.26 0.34 0.27 0.12
Expert B 0.45 0.40 0.10 0.05 0.20 0.25 0.42 0.13
Expert B Imputed 0.35 0.31 0.23 0.11 0.25 0.33 0.28 0.14
Expert C 0.30 0.60 0.06 0.04 0.25 0.25 0.30 0.20
Expert C Imputed 0.26 0.30 0.27 0.17 0.17 0.30 0.32 0.21
Expert D 0.30 0.52 0.15 0.03 0.20 0.22 0.33 0.25
Expert D Imputed 0.35 0.31 0.23 0.11 0.26 0.32 0.28 0.14
Expert E 0.60 0.25 0.05 0.10 0.20 0.10 0.10 0.60
Expert E Imputed 0.34 0.18 0.18 0.30 0.23 0.18 0.19 0.40
Equal Weight 0.35 0.47 0.12 0.06 0.22 0.24 0.35 0.19
Equal Weight Imputed 0.32 0.30 0.24 0.13 0.23 0.32 0.29 0.17
Performance Weight 0.41 0.43 0.12 0.05 0.20 0.24 0.38 0.18
Performance Weight Imp 0.34 0.31 0.23 0.11 0.25 0.33 0.28 0.14
(Continued)
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Table A1. (Continued)
Expert Estimate Question 37 Question 38 Question 39 Question 40 Question 43 Question 44 Question 45 Question 46
Expert A 0.88 0.07 0.03 0.02 0.68 0.19 0.08 0.05
Expert A Imputed 0.51 0.27 0.16 0.06 0.37 0.32 0.22 0.09
Expert B 0.85 0.08 0.05 0.02 0.60 0.25 0.10 0.05
Expert B Imputed 0.48 0.27 0.17 0.07 0.35 0.31 0.23 0.11
Expert C 0.80 0.10 0.06 0.04 0.30 0.60 0.08 0.02
Expert C Imputed 0.39 0.27 0.21 0.13 0.26 0.30 0.27 0.17
Expert D 0.85 0.10 0.03 0.02 0.60 0.30 0.07 0.03
Expert D Imputed 0.48 0.27 0.17 0.08 0.35 0.31 0.23 0.11
Expert E 0.80 0.10 0.08 0.02 0.70 0.10 0.10 0.10
Expert E Imputed 0.50 0.17 0.14 0.19 0.34 0.18 0.18 0.30
Equal Weight 0.84 0.09 0.05 0.02 0.58 0.29 0.08 0.05
Equal Weight Imputed 0.46 0.27 0.18 0.09 0.32 0.30 0.24 0.13
Performance Weight 0.84 0.09 0.05 0.02 0.58 0.29 0.08 0.04
Performance Weight Imp 0.48 0.27 0.17 0.08 0.34 0.31 0.23 0.11
Expert Estimate Question 49 Question 50 Question 51 Question 52 Question 55 Question 56 Question 57 Question 58
Expert A 0.33 0.25 0.33 0.10 0.79 0.15 0.04 0.02
Expert A Imputed 0.26 0.34 0.27 0.12 0.26 0.34 0.27 0.12
Expert B 0.20 0.25 0.43 0.12 0.80 0.11 0.06 0.03
Expert B Imputed 0.25 0.33 0.28 0.14 0.25 0.33 0.28 0.14
Expert C 0.20 0.20 0.30 0.30 0.40 0.35 0.20 0.05
Expert C Imputed 0.17 0.30 0.32 0.21 0.17 0.30 0.32 0.21
Expert D 0.25 0.35 0.25 0.15 0.80 0.15 0.03 0.02
Expert D Imputed 0.26 0.32 0.28 0.14 0.26 0.32 0.28 0.14
Expert E 0.20 0.10 0.10 0.60 0.80 0.10 0.08 0.02
Expert E Imputed 0.23 0.18 0.19 0.40 0.23 0.18 0.19 0.40
Equal Weight 0.26 0.24 0.33 0.18 0.75 0.16 0.07 0.03
Equal Weight Imputed 0.23 0.32 0.29 0.17 0.23 0.32 0.29 0.17
Performance Weight 0.23 0.27 0.36 0.14 0.79 0.13 0.05 0.03
Performance Weight Imp 0.25 0.33 0.28 0.14 0.25 0.33 0.28 0.14
Expert Estimate Question 61 Question 62 Question 63 Question 64 Question 65 Question 66 Question 67 Question 68
Expert A 0.43 0.33 0.19 0.05 0.16 0.22 0.46 0.15
Expert A Imputed 0.19 0.34 0.32 0.15 0.13 0.33 0.36 0.18
Expert B 0.45 0.40 0.10 0.05 0.15 0.22 0.45 0.18
Expert B Imputed 0.17 0.33 0.33 0.17 0.12 0.31 0.36 0.20
Expert C 0.30 0.50 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.20 0.45 0.25
Expert C Imputed 0.12 0.29 0.35 0.24 0.08 0.27 0.38 0.27
Expert D 0.50 0.40 0.07 0.03 0.15 0.25 0.40 0.20
Expert D Imputed 0.19 0.32 0.32 0.18 0.13 0.30 0.35 0.21
Expert E 0.60 0.20 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.20 0.60
Expert E Imputed 0.15 0.15 0.19 0.50 0.09 0.13 0.18 0.60
Equal Weight 0.46 0.38 0.10 0.06 0.13 0.22 0.44 0.21
Equal Weight Imputed 0.16 0.31 0.33 0.20 0.11 0.30 0.36 0.23
Performance Weight 0.47 0.40 0.08 0.05 0.15 0.23 0.43 0.19
Performance Weight Imp 0.18 0.32 0.32 0.18 0.12 0.31 0.36 0.21
Note: Mathematical aggregation was performed with equal and performance weighting. Imputed values used Best and Worst (i.e., the
smallest number of parameters of all methods) and arithmetic mean.
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Table A2. Food Example Using the Mean Squared Deviation Measure: PW Parent Weights, SW Parent State Weights, RW Row Weights,
RP Row Beta Parameters
Expert PW-MSD SW-MSD RW-MSD RP-MSD
Expert A 0.01 0.005 0.002 0.001
Expert B 0.006 0.004 0.003 0.002
Expert C 0.02 0.02 0.01 0.003
Expert D 0.007 0.006 0.004 0.0009
Expert E 0.009 0.003 0.002 0.0003
Equal Weighted Experts 0.006 0.004 0.003 0.001
Performance Weighted Experts 0.005 0.004 0.003 0.002
Table A3. Food Example Using the Total Variation Distance Measure: PW Parent Weights, SW Parent State Weights, RW Row Weights,
RP Row Beta Parameters
Expert PW-TVD SW-TVD RW-TVD RP-TVD
Expert A 0.11 0.10 0.06 0.05
Expert B 0.12 0.10 0.08 0.07
Expert C 0.19 0.18 0.15 0.07
Expert D 0.12 0.11 0.09 0.04
Expert E 0.13 0.09 0.06 0.02
Equal Weighted Experts 0.11 0.09 0.07 0.05
Performance Weighted Experts 0.11 0.09 0.07 0.06
Table A4. Food Example Using the Hellinger Distance Measure: PW Parent Weights, SW Parent State Weights, RW Row Weights, RP
Row Beta Parameters
Expert PW-Hellinger SW-Hellinger RW-Hellinger RP-Hellinger
Expert A 0.10 0.09 0.06 0.05
Expert B 0.10 0.08 0.07 0.06
Expert C 0.16 0.15 0.13 0.06
Expert D 0.12 0.11 0.09 0.06
Expert E 0.12 0.09 0.07 0.03
Expert EW 0.10 0.08 0.06 0.05
Expert PW 0.09 0.08 0.07 0.05
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Table A5. Ten Experts Estimated the Probability of Good Abundance of Honey Bees, Other Bees, and Other Pollinators Using the IDEA
Protocol
Expert Estimate Question 1 Question 1a Question 2 Question 2a Question 3 Question 3a Question 4 Question 4a
Expert A 0.70 0.30 0.20 0.80 0.60 0.40 0.25 0.75
Expert A Imputed 0.70 0.30 0.47 0.53 0.47 0.53 0.28 0.72
Expert B 0.85 0.15 0.10 0.90 0.40 0.60 0.10 0.90
Expert B Imputed 0.85 0.15 0.43 0.57 0.43 0.57 0.16 0.84
Expert C 0.75 0.25 0.25 0.75 0.40 0.60 0.30 0.70
Expert C Imputed 0.75 0.25 0.54 0.46 0.54 0.46 0.35 0.65
Expert D 0.80 0.20 0.40 0.60 0.70 0.30 0.30 0.70
Expert D Imputed 0.80 0.20 0.49 0.51 0.49 0.51 0.24 0.76
Expert E 0.80 0.20 0.25 0.75 0.40 0.60 0.30 0.70
Expert E Imputed 0.80 0.20 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.25 0.75
Expert F 0.75 0.25 0.35 0.65 0.60 0.40 0.25 0.75
Expert F Imputed 0.75 0.25 0.44 0.56 0.44 0.56 0.22 0.78
Expert G 0.80 0.20 0.25 0.75 0.50 0.50 0.20 0.80
Expert G Imputed 0.80 0.20 0.56 0.44 0.56 0.44 0.32 0.68
Expert H 0.75 0.25 0.35 0.65 0.45 0.55 0.30 0.70
Expert H Imputed 0.75 0.25 0.51 0.49 0.51 0.49 0.29 0.71
Expert J 0.80 0.20 0.20 0.80 0.70 0.30 0.15 0.85
Expert J Imputed 0.80 0.20 0.43 0.57 0.43 0.57 0.19 0.81
Expert K 0.70 0.30 0.35 0.65 0.45 0.55 0.20 0.80
Expert K Imputed 0.70 0.30 0.17 0.83 0.17 0.83 0.06 0.94
Equal Weight 0.77 0.23 0.27 0.73 0.52 0.48 0.24 0.76
Equal Weight Imputed 0.89 0.11 0.76 0.24 0.76 0.24 0.53 0.47
Expert Estimate Question 5 Question 5a Question 6 Question 6a Question 7 Question 7a Question 8 Question 8a
Expert A 0.20 0.80 0.15 0.85 0.15 0.85 0.15 0.85
Expert A Imputed 0.47 0.53 0.28 0.72 0.28 0.72 0.15 0.85
Expert B 0.50 0.50 0.05 0.95 0.30 0.70 0.05 0.95
Expert B Imputed 0.43 0.57 0.16 0.84 0.16 0.84 0.05 0.95
Expert C 0.30 0.70 0.20 0.80 0.50 0.50 0.20 0.80
Expert C Imputed 0.54 0.46 0.35 0.65 0.35 0.65 0.20 0.80
Expert D 0.40 0.60 0.15 0.85 0.40 0.60 0.10 0.90
Expert D Imputed 0.49 0.51 0.24 0.76 0.24 0.76 0.10 0.90
Expert E 0.40 0.60 0.20 0.80 0.20 0.80 0.10 0.90
Expert E Imputed 0.50 0.50 0.25 0.75 0.25 0.75 0.10 0.90
Expert F 0.40 0.60 0.10 0.90 0.30 0.70 0.10 0.90
Expert F Imputed 0.44 0.56 0.22 0.78 0.22 0.78 0.10 0.90
Expert G 0.45 0.55 0.20 0.80 0.45 0.55 0.15 0.85
Expert G Imputed 0.56 0.44 0.32 0.68 0.32 0.68 0.15 0.85
Expert H 0.35 0.65 0.15 0.85 0.40 0.60 0.15 0.85
Expert H Imputed 0.51 0.491 0.291 0.71 0.291 0.71 0.15 0.85
Expert J 0.60 0.40 0.10 0.90 0.50 0.50 0.07 0.93
Expert J Imputed 0.43 0.57 0.19 0.81 0.19 0.81 0.07 0.93
Expert K 0.20 0.80 0.10 0.90 0.10 0.90 0.02 0.98
Expert K Imputed 0.17 0.83 0.06 0.94 0.06 0.94 0.02 0.98
Equal Weight 0.38 0.62 0.14 0.86 0.33 0.67 0.11 0.89
Equal Weight Imputed 0.76 0.24 0.53 0.47 0.53 0.47 0.23 0.77
Note: Performance weights did not yield any benefit, so the mathematical aggregation was performed with equal weighting only. Imputed
values were derived from InterBeta using Best and Worst (i.e., the smallest number of parameters of all methods) and arithmetic mean.
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Table A6. Bees Example Using Mean Squared Deviation Measure: PW Arithmetic Mean, Parent Weights; EW Geometric Mean, Best
and Worst; PWG Geometric Mean, Parent Weights; Cain Cain’s Method
Expert PW-MSD EW-MSD PWG-MSD Cain-MSD
Expert A 0.011 0.015 0.000 0.001
Expert B 0.006 0.021 0.001 0.001
Expert C 0.023 0.013 0.008 0.010
Expert D 0.001 0.029 0.002 0.001
Expert E 0.009 0.004 0.002 0.003
Expert F 0.0003 0.019 0.002 0.002
Expert G 0.011 0.010 0.002 0.002
Expert H 0.007 0.006 0.003 0.004
Expert J 0.001 0.060 0.001 0.001
Expert K 0.005 0.032 0.001 0.000
Equal Weighted Experts 0.003 0.010 0.001 0.001
Average of generated CPTs 0.002 0.011 0.001 0.000
Table A7. Bees Example Using Total Variation Distance Measure: PW Arithmetic Mean, Parent Weights; EW Geometric Mean, Best and
Worst; PWG Geometric Mean, Parent Weights; Cain Cain’s Method
Expert PW-TVD EW-TVD EW-TVD Cain-TVD
Expert A 0.08 0.092 0.092 0.013
Expert B 0.05 0.106 0.106 0.014
Expert C 0.11 0.084 0.084 0.044
Expert D 0.019 0.120 0.120 0.022
Expert E 0.071 0.055 0.055 0.025
Expert F 0.012 0.103 0.103 0.024
Expert G 0.078 0.079 0.079 0.018
Expert H 0.064 0.058 0.058 0.033
Expert J 0.019 0.163 0.163 0.015
Expert K 0.05 0.132 0.132 0.009
Equal Weighted Experts 0.037 0.074 0.074 0.015
Average of generated CPTs 0.034 0.076 0.076 0.013
Table A8. Bees Example Using Hellinger Distance Measure: PW Arithmetic Mean, Parent Weights; EW Geometric Mean, Best and
Worst; PWG Geometric Mean, Parent Weights; Cain Cain’s Method
Expert PW-Hellinger EW-Hellinger PWG-Hellinger Cain-Hellinger
Expert A 0.0651 0.073 0.014 0.012
Expert B 0.047 0.093 0.021 0.015
Expert C 0.078 0.064 0.046 0.034
Expert D 0.015 0.093 0.031 0.018
Expert E 0.053 0.045 0.029 0.022
Expert F 0.01 0.083 0.033 0.021
Expert G 0.058 0.061 0.023 0.013
Expert H 0.048 0.046 0.038 0.027
Expert J 0.016 0.126 0.022 0.015
Expert K 0.057 0.134 0.020 0.009
Equal Weighted Experts 0.028 0.059 0.022 0.013
Average of generated CPTs 0.026 0.061 0.020 0.011
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Table A9. Food Security SEJ: Performance Measures for Best and Worst Interpolation of Food Security SEJ CPTs
Expert KL MSD TVD Hellinger
Expert A 0.18 0.03 0.23 0.19
Expert B 0.20 0.02 0.25 0.20
Expert C 0.23 0.03 0.27 0.22
Expert D 0.23 0.03 0.26 0.21
Expert E 0.26 0.04 0.27 0.22
Expert EW 0.18 0.03 0.23 0.19
Expert PW 0.19 0.03 0.24 0.19
Note: “Equal weighted comb” is the mean of the imputed values compared with the mean of the experts’ values, and equivalently for
“Performance weighted comb.” Performance weight is the results from InterBeta treating this as an “expert.” See Figure 5.
Table A10. Pollinator Abundance SEJ
Expert Estimate KL MSD TVD Hellinger
Expert A 0.46 0.03 0.97 0.21
Expert B 0.41 0.02 0.74 0.17
Expert C 0.44 0.03 1.02 0.09
Expert D 0.22 0.01 0.70 0.02
Expert E 0.19 0.01 0.61 0.06
Expert F 0.14 0.01 0.52 0.04
Expert G 0.35 0.02 0.87 0.09
Expert H 0.19 0.01 0.62 0.06
Expert J 0.61 0.03 1.10 0.08
Expert K 0.45 0.02 0.71 0.30
Equal Weight 0.16 0.01 0.54 0.06
Equal weighted comb 0.14 0.01 0.52 0.05
Note: There was no performance weighting in this data set since the measures of performance were unable to justify performance weighting.
Equal weighted comb is the mean of the imputed values compared with the mean of the experts’ values (Equal Weight). See Fig. 8.
Table A11. Food Marginal Probabilities and Distance between Expert and Imputed Values
KL MSD TVD Hellinger
Expert A 0.0345 0.0038 0.1020 0.0000
Expert B 0.0326 0.0034 0.1000 0.0754
Expert C 0.0575 0.0042 0.1260 0.1013
Expert D 0.0390 0.0031 0.1010 0.0837
Expert E 0.0997 0.0107 0.1780 0.1322
Expert EW 0.0450 0.0043 0.1100 0.0890
Expert PW 0.0371 0.0038 0.1063 0.0803
Table A12. Bees Marginal Probabilities and Distance between Expert and Imputed Values
KL MSD TVD Hellinger
Expert A 0.0003 0.0001 0.0100 0.0075
Expert B 0.0172 0.0050 0.0710 0.0551
Expert C 0.0075 0.0025 0.0500 0.0362
Expert D 0.0144 0.0049 0.0700 0.0500
Expert E 0.0284 0.0092 0.0960 0.0708
Expert F 0.0129 0.0038 0.0620 0.0468
Expert G 0.0048 0.0016 0.0400 0.0290
Expert H 0.0017 0.0005 0.0230 0.0173
Expert J 0.0162 0.0055 0.0740 0.0532
Expert K 0.0662 0.0169 0.1300 0.1042
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Fig A1. Bee geometric best and worst.
Fig A2. Bee geometric parent weights.
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Fig A3. Bee cain.
Fig A4. Food arithmetic parent weights.
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Fig A5. Food arithmetic parent state weights.
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Fig A6. Food—Hellinger—Arithmetic and Geometric Mean—Comparison.
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Fig A7. Food—MSD—Arithmetic and Geometric Mean—Comparison.
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Fig A8. Food—TVD—Arithmetic and Geometric Mean—Comparison.
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Fig A9. Bees—Hellinger—Arithmetic and Geometric Mean—Comparison.
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Fig A10. Bees—MSD—Arithmetic and Geometric Mean—Comparison.
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Fig A11. Bees—TVD—Arithmetic and Geometric Mean—Comparison.
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